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15% BODY KIT DISCOUNT: You will receive a 15% body kit discount when ordering a complete RIEGER kit (consisting of Spoiler lip / bumper, side skirts set and 
rear skirt (s) -inserts each suitable for a vehicle model. The discount is granted only for RIEGER spoiler parts made of ABS plastic. It is only valid as a kit if the parts have 
all been chosen for the same vehicle type. To receive the estate, give the followng code when ordering -15% BODYKITRABATT - with. The discount does not apply to „paint 
jobs“. The discount can not be combined with any other discounts.

FOR AUDI A3 (GY) S-LINE / S3, SEDAN / SPORTBACK ●▲◆●▼§-Symbole see flap

Red coloring only to clarify the product

GMP ANGEL   Black Diamond 
VA    8,5x20 ET45 with  235/30-20 
HA:   8,5x20 ET45 with 235/30-20 
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IMAGE-NO ARTICLE-NO.   § DESCRIPTION PRICE IN €

RIEGER front splitter for original front bumper
- Y 00056830 ▲ RIEGER front splitter for original S-Line front bumper, Audi A3 / S3 (GY), only S-Line / S3, sedan / sportback ( from 11/2019), ABS 198,00
1 Y 00088282 ▲ like 56830, ABS/black-glossy 229,00

RIEGER side skirt approaches (only suitable in conjunction with original S-Line side skirts)
2 Y 00056832 ▲ RIEGER side skirt approach, left, Audi A3 / S3  (GY), only S-Line / S3, sedan / sportback ( from 11/2019), ABS 98,00
2 Y 00056833 ▲ RIEGER side skirt approach, right, Audi A3 / S3  (GY), only S-Line / S3, sedan / sportback ( from 11/2019), ABS 98,00
3 Y 00088284 ▲ like 56832, ABS/black-glossy 111,00
3 Y 00088285 ▲ like 56833, ABS/black-glossy 111,00

RIEGER rear skirt insert for orig. S-Line rear skirt only sedan

- Y 00056835 ▲
RIEGER rear skirt insert, for S-Line rear skirt, with double tail pipe left/right, (not for cars with hitch), ABS
Audi S3 (GY), only sedan, with orig. double tail pipe left/right. (4x 100x81mm oval)
Audi A3 (GY), only sedan, only S-Line, with sport-exhaust silencer left/right (4x 100x81mm oval) in "S3-look"

198,00

4 Y 00088287 ▲ like 56835, ABS/black-glossy 229,00

RIEGER rear skirt insert for orig. S-Line rear skirt only sportback

- Y 00056837 ▲
RIEGER rear skirt insert, for S-Line rear skirt, with double tail pipe left/right, (not for cars with hitch), ABS
Audi S3 (GY), only sportback, with orig. double tail pipe left/right. (4x 100x81mm oval)
Audi A3 (GY), only sportback, only S-Line, with sport-exhaust silencer left/right (4x 100x81mm oval) in "S3-look"

198,00

4 Y 00088289 ▲ like 56837, ABS/black-glossy 229,00


